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Year 4 Mathematics -Student Portfolio Summary

WORK SAMPLE PORTFOLIOS

These work sample portfolios have been designed to illustrate satisfactory achievement in the relevant aspects of the 

achievement standard.

The December 2011 work sample portfolios are a resource to support planning and implementation of the Foundation to 

Year 10 Australian Curriculum in English, Mathematics, Science and History during 2012. They comprise collections of 

different students’ work annotated to highlight evidence of student learning of different aspects of the achievement standard.

The work samples vary in terms of how much time was available to complete the task or the degree of scaffolding 

provided by the teacher. 

There is no pre-determined number of samples required in a portfolio nor are the work samples sequenced in any 

particular order. These initial work sample portfolios do not constitute a complete set of work samples - they provide 

evidence of most (but not necessarily all) aspects of the achievement standard. 

As the Australian Curriculum in English, Mathematics, Science and History is implemented by schools in 2012, the 

work sample portfolios will be reviewed and enhanced by drawing on classroom practice and will reflect a  more 

systematic collection of evidence from teaching and learning programs. 

THIS PORTFOLIO – YEAR 4 MATHEMATICS

This portfolio comprises a number of work samples drawn from a range of assessment tasks, namely: 

Sample 1  Fractions – Fraction cards 

Sample 2  Comparing and ordering fractions

Sample 3  Financial mathematics – Hermit crabs

Sample 4 Location – Using maps

Sample 5  Transformation – Area of 10 squares

Sample 6  Time and measurement – Planning with a calendar

Sample 7  Numbers – Multiplication and division strategies

Sample 8  Numbers – Chocolate boxes

Sample 9 Units of measurement – How many days?

Sample 10 Data representation and interpretation – Collecting, graphing and interpreting data - gold

Sample 11 Chance – Chance words

Sample 12 Geometric reasoning – Right angles
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Year 4 Mathematics - Student Portfolio Summary

This portfolio of work shows the creation of pairs of equivalent fractions when working with halves, quarters, thirds and 

fifths, location of halves and quarters on a number line and identification of equivalent fractions in this context (WS1, 

WS2). The student understands the value of a fraction can also be represented as a decimal and identifies fractions 

equivalent to 0.5 (WS2). The student recalls multiplication and division facts to 10 X 10 and demonstrates an ability to 

solve simple purchasing problems (WS3) and simple time duration problems (WS3). The student interprets maps and 

compiles directions (WS4) using appropriate directional language and compares areas of regular and irregular shapes 

and understands line symmetry (WS5). The student converts between weeks and days and between hours, minutes 

and seconds (WS6, WS9), identifies and classifies angles which are smaller than, equal to or greater than a right angle 

(WS12) and identifies a straight line as a half turn.  The student collects and displays data and lists the probabilities of 

everyday events (WS10, WS11).

The following aspects of the achievement standard are not evident in this portfolio: 

•	 describe	number	patterns	resulting	from	multiplication
•	 identify	dependent	and	independent	events
•	 describe	different	methods	of	data	collection	and	evaluate	their	effectiveness
•	 use	properties	of	odd	and	even	numbers
•	 continue	number	sequences	involving	multiples	of	single	digit	numbers
•	 students	use	scaled	instruments	to	measure	temperatures.
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Work sample 1:  
Fractions – Fraction cards

Relevant parts of the achievement standard

By	the	end	of	Year	4,	students	choose	appropriate	strategies	for	calculations	involving	multiplication	and	
division.	They	recognise	common	equivalent	fractions	in	familiar	contexts	and	make	connections	between	
fraction	and	decimal	notations	up	to	two	decimal	places.	Students	solve	simple	purchasing	problems.	
They	identify	unknown	quantities	in	number	sentences.		They	describe	number	patterns	resulting	from	
multiplication.		Students	compare	areas	of	regular	and	irregular	shapes	using	informal	units.	They	solve	
problems	involving	time	duration.	They	interpret	information	contained	in	maps.	Students	identify	dependent	
and	independent	events.	They	describe	different	methods	for	data	collection	and	representation,	and	evaluate	
their	effectiveness.

Students	use	the	properties	of	odd	and	even	numbers.		They	recall	multiplication	facts	to	10	x	10	and	related	
division	facts.		Students	locate	familiar	fractions	on	a	number	line.	They	continue	number	sequences	involving	
multiples	of	single	digit	numbers.	Students	use	scaled	instruments	to	measure	temperatures,	lengths,	shapes	
and	objects.	They	convert	between	units	of	time.	Students	create	symmetrical	shapes	and	patterns.	They	
classify	angles	in	relation	to	a	right	angle.		Students	list	the	probabilities	of	everyday	events.	They	construct	
data	displays	from	given	or	collected	data.

Summary of task

Students have been using fraction kits to investigate equivalent fractions. As yet they have had no explicit teaching 

about equivalent fractions and decimals.

In groups, students were given a set of fraction cards where the fractions had denominators 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 10. 

They were asked to record each fraction as a decimal and a percentage.

Students displayed their recordings and shared their findings with the class.

Variation: The fraction cards could contain multiple representations of the same fraction, for example 50%, 0.5. 

Students could use these cards to play Concentration, Snap, or Old Maid.

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 1
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Acknowledgment
ACARA acknowledges the contribution of trial school teachers and students for providing the tasks and work samples. The annotations are referenced to the Australian 
Curriculum achievement standards.

Annotations

Recognises	simple	equivalent	fractions,	
but	is	unaware	of	the	need	for	the	
numerator	and	denominator	to	be	
integers.

Identifies	fractions	which	are	equivalent	
to	0.5,	but	otherwise	identifies	the	
numerator	as	an	amount	of	tenths,	
therefore	occasionally	recording	the	
correct	answer,	but	with	incorrect	
reasoning.	

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 1

Work sample 1:  
Fractions – Fraction cards
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Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 2

Work sample 2:  
Comparing and ordering fractions

Relevant parts of the achievement standard

By	the	end	of	Year	4,	students	choose	appropriate	strategies	for	calculations	involving	multiplication	and	
division.	They	recognise	common	equivalent	fractions	in	familiar	contexts	and	make	connections	between	
fraction	and	decimal	notations	up	to	two	decimal	places.	Students	solve	simple	purchasing	problems.	
They	identify	unknown	quantities	in	number	sentences.		They	describe	number	patterns	resulting	from	
multiplication.		Students	compare	areas	of	regular	and	irregular	shapes	using	informal	units.	They	solve	
problems	involving	time	duration.	They	interpret	information	contained	in	maps.	Students	identify	dependent	
and	independent	events.	They	describe	different	methods	for	data	collection	and	representation,	and	evaluate	
their	effectiveness.

Students	use	the	properties	of	odd	and	even	numbers.		They	recall	multiplication	facts	to	10	x	10	and	related	
division	facts.	Students	locate	familiar	fractions	on	a	number	line.	They	continue	number	sequences	involving	
multiples	of	single	digit	numbers.	Students	use	scaled	instruments	to	measure	temperatures,	lengths,	shapes	
and	objects.	They	convert	between	units	of	time.	Students	create	symmetrical	shapes	and	patterns.	They	
classify	angles	in	relation	to	a	right	angle.		Students	list	the	probabilities	of	everyday	events.	They	construct	
data	displays	from	given	or	collected	data.

Summary of task

Students have been given opportunities to make halves, quarters, eights, thirds and fifths. They have been 

investigating equivalent fractions using fraction walls.

The teacher prepared a series of fraction cards as follows:  

 

 

 

 

Students were asked to place the cards on a number line. Students were encouraged to discuss the correct placement 

of the cards and why some cards need to be placed on top of other cards.
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Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 2

Work sample 2:  
Comparing and ordering fractions

Acknowledgement
ACARA acknowledges the contribution of trial school teachers and students for providing the tasks and work samples. The annotations are referenced to the Australian 
Curriculum achievement standards.

Annotations

Locates	and	orders	fractions	on	the	
number	line.

Recognises	common	equivalent	fractions.
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Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 3

Work sample 3:  
Financial mathematics – Hermit crabs

Relevant parts of the achievement standard

By	the	end	of	Year	4,	students	choose	appropriate	strategies	for	calculations	involving	multiplication	and	
division.	They	recognise	common	equivalent	fractions	in	familiar	contexts	and	make	connections	between	
fraction	and	decimal	notations	up	to	two	decimal	places.	Students	solve	simple	purchasing	problems.	
They	identify	unknown	quantities	in	number	sentences.		They	describe	number	patterns	resulting	from	
multiplication.		Students	compare	areas	of	regular	and	irregular	shapes	using	informal	units.	They	solve	
problems	involving	time	duration.	They	interpret	information	contained	in	maps.	Students	identify	dependent	
and	independent	events.	They	describe	different	methods	for	data	collection	and	representation,	and	evaluate	
their	effectiveness.

Students	use	the	properties	of	odd	and	even	numbers.		They	recall	multiplication	facts	to	10	x	10	and	related	
division	facts.		Students	locate	familiar	fractions	on	a	number	line.	They	continue	number	sequences	involving	
multiples	of	single	digit	numbers.	Students	use	scaled	instruments	to	measure	temperatures,	lengths,	shapes	
and	objects.	They	convert	between	units	of	time.	Students	create	symmetrical	shapes	and	patterns.	They	
classify	angles	in	relation	to	a	right	angle.		Students	list	the	probabilities	of	everyday	events.	They	construct	
data	displays	from	given	or	collected	data.

Summary of task

Students have had prior exposure to simple financial problems.  They have been taught familiar number facts and also 

some addition to check adding minutes.

Students were required to use mathematics to set up a hermit crab project. The investigation required students to: 

•	 calculate the total cost of items on a shopping list 

•	 organise a fundraising stall to cover the costs of items purchased 

•	 organise helpers for a stall by creating a roster 

•	 make decisions of how to spend excess funds, using all of the funds available 

•	 explain their mathematical problem solving strategies.
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Annotations

Constructs	number	sentences	and	
calculates	correctly.

Correctly	calculates	the	total	cost.

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 3

Work sample 3:  
Financial mathematics – Hermit crabs
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Annotations

Correctly	calculates	the	number	of	
sausages	(however,	use	of	$	sign	is	
inappropriate).	

Correctly	calculates	the	amount	of	money	
raised.

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 3

Work sample 3:  
Financial mathematics – Hermit crabs
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Annotations

Calculates	time	duration	correctly	(three	
of	the	four	time	duration	calculations	are	
correct).

Makes	errors	in	the	placement	of	crosses.

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 3

Work sample 3:  
Financial mathematics – Hermit crabs
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Acknowledgment
ACARA acknowledges the contribution of trial school teachers and students for providing the tasks and work samples. The annotations are referenced to the Australian 
Curriculum achievement standards.

Annotations

Correctly	calculates	and	recognises	that	
all	of	the	$10.00	needs	to	be	spent.

Demonstrates	understanding	of	
spending	exactly	$10.00	but	fails	to	use	
mathematical	explanation.	For	example,	
there	is	no	discussion	of	the	need	not	
to	include	one	of	the	$2.00	pens	which	
would	result	in	$0.50	below	$10.00	and	
hence	the	inclusion	of	a	$2.50	pen.	

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 3

Work sample 3:  
Financial mathematics – Hermit crabs
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Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 4

Work sample 4:  
Location – Using maps

Relevant parts of the achievement standard

By	the	end	of	Year	4,	students	choose	appropriate	strategies	for	calculations	involving	multiplication	and	
division.	They	recognise	common	equivalent	fractions	in	familiar	contexts	and	make	connections	between	
fraction	and	decimal	notations	up	to	two	decimal	places.	Students	solve	simple	purchasing	problems.	
They	identify	unknown	quantities	in	number	sentences.		They	describe	number	patterns	resulting	from	
multiplication.		Students	compare	areas	of	regular	and	irregular	shapes	using	informal	units.	They	solve	
problems	involving	time	duration.	They	interpret	information	contained	in	maps.	Students	identify	dependent	
and	independent	events.	They	describe	different	methods	for	data	collection	and	representation,	and	evaluate	
their	effectiveness.

Students	use	the	properties	of	odd	and	even	numbers.		They	recall	multiplication	facts	to	10	x		10	and	related	
division	facts.		Students	locate	familiar	fractions	on	a	number	line.	They	continue	number	sequences	involving	
multiples	of	single	digit	numbers.	Students	use	scaled	instruments	to	measure	temperatures,	lengths,	shapes	
and	objects.	They	convert	between	units	of	time.	Students	create	symmetrical	shapes	and	patterns.	They	
classify	angles	in	relation	to	a	right	angle.		Students	list	the	probabilities	of	everyday	events.	They	construct	
data	displays	from	given	or	collected	data.

Summary of task

Prior to this students studied location and transformation and were asked to design an orienteering course for their 

friends to follow. Students were given the following instructions: 

1.  Map out your orienteering course on a school map (using mapping symbols). 

2.  Decide what letter will be at each marker (control) to spell a word. 

3.  Explore different materials from which to make your markers (controls). 

4.  Write mathematical directions to go with your map for others to follow. 

5.  Set up the course. Put up your markers (controls). 

6.  Give your map and mathematical directions to another group to follow. 

7.  Reflect on the orienteering challenge.
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Annotations

Identifies	the	pathway	taken.

Work sample 4:  
Location – Using maps

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 4
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Annotations

Gives	correct	directions	for	movement	
from	one	position	to	another.	

Uses	key	words	to	describe	directions	
(except	for	clockwise/anti	clockwise).	

Correctly	calculates	the	number	of	
steps	to	move	from	original	position	to	a	
destination.	

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 4

Work sample 4:  
Location – Using maps
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Acknowledgment
ACARA acknowledges the contribution of trial school teachers and students for providing the tasks and work samples. The annotations are referenced to the Australian 
Curriculum achievement standards.

Annotations

Discovers	that	using	a	standard	metric	
measure	would	improve	the	quality	of	
the	directions.	Identifies	the	limitations	of	
‘diagonal’	as	simple	directional	language,	
but	has	not	yet	considered	an	alternative.

Provides	critical	reflection	on	the	route	
that	was	taken.

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 4

Work sample 4:  
Location – Using maps
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Work sample 5:  
Transformation – Area of 10 squares

Relevant parts of the achievement standard

By	the	end	of	Year	4,	students	choose	appropriate	strategies	for	calculations	involving	multiplication	and	
division.	They	recognise	common	equivalent	fractions	in	familiar	contexts	and	make	connections	between	
fraction	and	decimal	notations	up	to	two	decimal	places.	Students	solve	simple	purchasing	problems.	
They	identify	unknown	quantities	in	number	sentences.		They	describe	number	patterns	resulting	from	
multiplication.		Students	compare	areas	of	regular	and	irregular	shapes	using	informal	units.	They	solve	
problems	involving	time	duration.	They	interpret	information	contained	in	maps.	Students	identify	dependent	
and	independent	events.	They	describe	different	methods	for	data	collection	and	representation,	and	evaluate	
their	effectiveness.

Students	use	the	properties	of	odd	and	even	numbers.		They	recall	multiplication	facts	to	10	x		10	and	related	
division	facts.		Students	locate	familiar	fractions	on	a	number	line.	They	continue	number	sequences	involving	
multiples	of	single	digit	numbers.	Students	use	scaled	instruments	to	measure	temperatures,	lengths,	shapes	
and	objects.	They	convert	between	units	of	time.	Students	create	symmetrical	shapes	and	patterns.	They	
classify	angles	in	relation	to	a	right	angle.		Students	list	the	probabilities	of	everyday	events.	They	construct	
data	displays	from	given	or	collected	data.

Summary of task

After using informal units to compare areas of shapes, students had begun to use square units.  Students have been 

discussing line symmetry in their work on shape.

Students used grip paper to construct shapes with an area of 10 square units and patterns or pictures with 10 square 

units shaded.

Students were asked to identify lines of symmetry on their patterns and shapes.

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 5
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Mathematics

Acknowledgment
ACARA acknowledges the contribution of trial school teachers and students for providing the tasks and work samples. The annotations are referenced to the Australian 
Curriculum achievement standards.

Annotations

Draws	different	shapes	and	patterns	to	
show	their	understanding	of	the	fact	that	
shapes	with	10	square	units	can	look	
different	to	each	other.

Identifies	line	symmetry	in	their	shapes	
and	patterns.

Work sample 5:  
Transformation – Area of 10 squares
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Work sample 6:  
Time and measurement – Planning with a calendar

Relevant parts of the achievement standard

By	the	end	of	Year	4,	students	choose	appropriate	strategies	for	calculations	involving	multiplication	and	
division.	They	recognise	common	equivalent	fractions	in	familiar	contexts	and	make	connections	between	
fraction	and	decimal	notations	up	to	two	decimal	places.	Students	solve	simple	purchasing	problems.	
They	identify	unknown	quantities	in	number	sentences.		They	describe	number	patterns	resulting	from	
multiplication.		Students	compare	areas	of	regular	and	irregular	shapes	using	informal	units.	They	solve	
problems	involving	time	duration.	They	interpret	information	contained	in	maps.	Students	identify	dependent	
and	independent	events.	They	describe	different	methods	for	data	collection	and	representation,	and	evaluate	
their	effectiveness.

Students	use	the	properties	of	odd	and	even	numbers.		They	recall	multiplication	facts	to	10	x		10	and	related	
division	facts.		Students	locate	familiar	fractions	on	a	number	line.	They	continue	number	sequences	involving	
multiples	of	single	digit	numbers.	Students	use	scaled	instruments	to	measure	temperatures,	lengths,	shapes	
and	objects.	They	convert	between	units	of	time.	Students	create	symmetrical	shapes	and	patterns.	They	
classify	angles	in	relation	to	a	right	angle.		Students	list	the	probabilities	of	everyday	events.	They	construct	
data	displays	from	given	or	collected	data.

Summary of task

The students have been choosing and using appropriate scaled instruments to measure length to the nearest 

millimetre. They have also been exploring the use of simple legends to interpret information contained in maps. 

In this task students were required to plan a community fair. They planned their event using calendars and used scaled 

instruments to measure objects, such as the length of the stall, and a compass to determine direction. They calculated 

how much popcorn was sold at the fair. 

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 6
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Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 6

Annotations
Locates	and	records	specific	information	
on	a	calendar.

Work sample 6:  
Time and measurement – Planning with a calendar
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Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 6

Annotations
Accurately	records	data	in	a	table.

Solves	problems	involving	time	duration.

Work sample 6:  
Time and measurement – Planning with a calendar
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Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 6

Annotations

Interprets	information	contained	in	map.

Provides	accurate	grid	references	of	
landmarks.

Correctly	uses	compass	bearings	to	
demonstrate	location.	

Work sample 6:  
Time and measurement – Planning with a calendar
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Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 6

Annotations

Selects	the	appropriate	instrument	to	
measure	length.

Justifies	the	selection	of	instruments.

Work sample 6:  
Time and measurement – Planning with a calendar
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Annotations
Uses	scaled	instrument	to	measure	
length.

Work sample 6:  
Time and measurement – Planning with a calendar
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Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 6

Annotations
Uses	appropriate	strategies	to	calculate	
totals	and	to	determine	the	number	of	
items	sold	with	some	errors.

Work sample 6:  
Time and measurement – Planning with a calendar
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Acknowledgment
ACARA acknowledges the contribution of the Queensland Studies Authority for providing the tasks and work samples. The annotations are referenced to the Australian 
Curriculum achievement standards.

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 6

Annotations
Uses	data	from	the	price	labels	to	
generate	solutions	using	addition	and	
subtraction	with	decimal	numbers.

Draws	on	answers	to	solve	purchasing	
problems.

Work sample 6:  
Time and measurement – Planning with a calendar
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Work sample 7:  
Numbers – Multiplication and division

Relevant parts of the achievement standard

By	the	end	of	Year	4,	students	choose	appropriate	strategies	for	calculations	involving	multiplication	and	
division.	They	recognise	common	equivalent	fractions	in	familiar	contexts	and	make	connections	between	
fraction	and	decimal	notations	up	to	two	decimal	places.	Students	solve	simple	purchasing	problems.	
They	identify	unknown	quantities	in	number	sentences.		They	describe	number	patterns	resulting	from	
multiplication.		Students	compare	areas	of	regular	and	irregular	shapes	using	informal	units.	They	solve	
problems	involving	time	duration.	They	interpret	information	contained	in	maps.	Students	identify	dependent	
and	independent	events.	They	describe	different	methods	for	data	collection	and	representation,	and	evaluate	
their	effectiveness.

Students	use	the	properties	of	odd	and	even	numbers.	They	recall	multiplication	facts	to	10	x	10	and	related	
division	facts.	Students	locate	familiar	fractions	on	a	number	line.	They	continue	number	sequences	involving	
multiples	of	single	digit	numbers.	Students	use	scaled	instruments	to	measure	temperatures,	lengths,	shapes	
and	objects.	They	convert	between	units	of	time.	Students	create	symmetrical	shapes	and	patterns.	They	
classify	angles	in	relation	to	a	right	angle.		Students	list	the	probabilities	of	everyday	events.	They	construct	
data	displays	from	given	or	collected	data.

Summary of task

Students have been given opportunities to use their recall of multiplication and division facts.

Students have discussed the use of brackets but have not discussed order of operations.

Students were asked to select 15 numbers between 1 and 100. They were to express each of the selected numbers in 

two different ways using mixed operations. Each operation was required to include either a multiplication or a division.

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 7
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Acknowledgment
ACARA acknowledges the contribution of trial school teachers and students for providing the tasks and work samples. The annotations are referenced to the Australian 
Curriculum achievement standards.

Annotations

Demonstrates	good	recall	of	multiplication	
and	division	facts.	

Work sample 7:  
Numbers – Multiplication and division

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 7
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Work sample 8:  
Chocolate boxes

Relevant parts of the achievement standard

By	the	end	of	Year	4,	students	choose	appropriate	strategies	for	calculations	involving	multiplication	and	
division.	They	recognise	common	equivalent	fractions	in	familiar	contexts	and	make	connections	between	
fraction	and	decimal	notations	up	to	two	decimal	places.	Students	solve	simple	purchasing	problems.	
They	identify	unknown	quantities	in	number	sentences.		They	describe	number	patterns	resulting	from	
multiplication.		Students	compare	areas	of	regular	and	irregular	shapes	using	informal	units.	They	solve	
problems	involving	time	duration.	They	interpret	information	contained	in	maps.	Students	identify	dependent	
and	independent	events.	They	describe	different	methods	for	data	collection	and	representation,	and	evaluate	
their	effectiveness.

Students	use	the	properties	of	odd	and	even	numbers.		They	recall	multiplication	facts	to	10	x	10	and	related	
division	facts.		Students	locate	familiar	fractions	on	a	number	line.	They	continue	number	sequences	involving	
multiples	of	single	digit	numbers.	Students	use	scaled	instruments	to	measure	temperatures,	lengths,	shapes	
and	objects.	They	convert	between	units	of	time.	Students	create	symmetrical	shapes	and	patterns.	They	
classify	angles	in	relation	to	a	right	angle.		Students	list	the	probabilities	of	everyday	events.	They	construct	
data	displays	from	given	or	collected	data.

Summary of task

Students have been learning to use their times tables and related division facts.

The teacher posed the problem: ‘Imagine you had the job of designing a chocolate box. There are to be 48 chocolates 

in the box. The box can be one or two layers high. How many ways could you arrange the chocolates in the box?’

Students drew or made models of their solutions and discussed these in terms of multiplication and division facts. 

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 8
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Acknowledgment
ACARA acknowledges the contribution of trial school teachers and students for providing the tasks and work samples. The annotations are referenced to the Australian 
Curriculum achievement standards.

Annotations

Demonstrates	the	use	of	an	array	as	a	
strategy	to	solve	this	problem.

Uses	times	table	knowledge	to	engage	in	
this	task.

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 8

Work sample 8:  
Chocolate boxes
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Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 9

Work sample 9:  
How Many Days?

Relevant parts of the achievement standard

By	the	end	of	Year	4,	students	choose	appropriate	strategies	for	calculations	involving	multiplication	and	
division.	They	recognise	common	equivalent	fractions	in	familiar	contexts	and	make	connections	between	
fraction	and	decimal	notations	up	to	two	decimal	places.	Students	solve	simple	purchasing	problems.	
They	identify	unknown	quantities	in	number	sentences.		They	describe	number	patterns	resulting	from	
multiplication.		Students	compare	areas	of	regular	and	irregular	shapes	using	informal	units.	They	solve	
problems	involving	time	duration.	They	interpret	information	contained	in	maps.	Students	identify	dependent	
and	independent	events.	They	describe	different	methods	for	data	collection	and	representation,	and	evaluate	
their	effectiveness.

Students	use	the	properties	of	odd	and	even	numbers.		They	recall	multiplication	facts	to	10	x	10	and	related	
division	facts.		Students	locate	familiar	fractions	on	a	number	line.	They	continue	number	sequences	involving	
multiples	of	single	digit	numbers.	Students	use	scaled	instruments	to	measure	temperatures,	lengths,	shapes	
and	objects.	They	convert	between	units	of	time.	Students	create	symmetrical	shapes	and	patterns.	They	
classify	angles	in	relation	to	a	right	angle.		Students	list	the	probabilities	of	everyday	events.	They	construct	
data	displays	from	given	or	collected	data.

Summary of task

Students have been using calculators to solve problems involving the four operations. 

The teacher posed the problem ‘How many days have you attended school this term/year?’  Students calculated a 

solution.

Students were asked ‘How many other ways can you express this information?’, for example in hours, in minutes. 

Students used a calculator to check their answers.

This activity could be extended by asking ‘How many hours have you spent at recess and lunch this week?’ Students 

could record information in days, hours or minutes on a spreadsheet and then draw a graph. 
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Annotations
It	is	implied	(but	not	demonstrated)	that	
the	student	uses	valid	operations	to	
convert	weeks	and	days	into	days	(likely	
calculation	process	4	x	5	=	20,	20	+	3	=	
23,	23	–	2	=	21).

Identifies	the	need	to	multiply	by	6,	as	
there	are	6	hours	in	a	school	day.

Demonstrates	an	understanding	of	the	
need	to	multiply	by	60	to	convert	hours	to	
minutes	and	minutes	to	seconds.	

Work sample 9:  
How Many Days?
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Work sample 10:  
Data representation and interpretation – Collecting, 
graphing and interpreting data - Gold

Relevant parts of the achievement standard

By	the	end	of	Year	4,	students	choose	appropriate	strategies	for	calculations	involving	multiplication	and	
division.	They	recognise	common	equivalent	fractions	in	familiar	contexts	and	make	connections	between	
fraction	and	decimal	notations	up	to	two	decimal	places.	Students	solve	simple	purchasing	problems.	
They	identify	unknown	quantities	in	number	sentences.		They	describe	number	patterns	resulting	from	
multiplication.		Students	compare	areas	of	regular	and	irregular	shapes	using	informal	units.	They	solve	
problems	involving	time	duration.	They	interpret	information	contained	in	maps.	Students	identify	dependent	
and	independent	events.	They	describe	different	methods	for	data	collection	and	representation,	and	evaluate	
their	effectiveness.

Students	use	the	properties	of	odd	and	even	numbers.		They	recall	multiplication	facts	to	10	x		10	and	related	
division	facts.		Students	locate	familiar	fractions	on	a	number	line.	They	continue	number	sequences	involving	
multiples	of	single	digit	numbers.	Students	use	scaled	instruments	to	measure	temperatures,	lengths,	shapes	
and	objects.	They	convert	between	units	of	time.	Students	create	symmetrical	shapes	and	patterns.	They	
classify	angles	in	relation	to	a	right	angle.		Students	list	the	probabilities	of	everyday	events.	They	construct	
data	displays	from	given	or	collected	data.

Summary of task

In this task students compared and observed expected frequencies and communicated probabilities.  The students 

were given 30 minutes to complete this task.

Students completed a data collection task using gold panning. The activity involved students taking a small handful 

of counters from a bag 7 times, which represents 7 days’ findings on the goldfields. Yellow counters represent a set 

amount of gold (in grams). Students completed a graph or table to show their knowledge of collecting data and creating 

a graph. Students then explained their findings.
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Annotations
Selects	a	suitable	display	for	data	
collected.		Explains	what	the	group	
shows.

Work sample 10:  
Data representation and interpretation – Collecting, 
graphing and interpreting data - Gold
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Work sample 11:  
Chance – Chance words

Relevant parts of the achievement standard

By	the	end	of	Year	4,	students	choose	appropriate	strategies	for	calculations	involving	multiplication	and	
division.	They	recognise	common	equivalent	fractions	in	familiar	contexts	and	make	connections	between	
fraction	and	decimal	notations	up	to	two	decimal	places.	Students	solve	simple	purchasing	problems.	
They	identify	unknown	quantities	in	number	sentences.		They	describe	number	patterns	resulting	from	
multiplication.		Students	compare	areas	of	regular	and	irregular	shapes	using	informal	units.	They	solve	
problems	involving	time	duration.	They	interpret	information	contained	in	maps.	Students	identify	dependent	
and	independent	events.	They	describe	different	methods	for	data	collection	and	representation,	and	evaluate	
their	effectiveness.

Students	use	the	properties	of	odd	and	even	numbers.		They	recall	multiplication	facts	to	10	x		10	and	related	
division	facts.		Students	locate	familiar	fractions	on	a	number	line.	They	continue	number	sequences	involving	
multiples	of	single	digit	numbers.	Students	use	scaled	instruments	to	measure	temperatures,	lengths,	shapes	
and	objects.	They	convert	between	units	of	time.	Students	create	symmetrical	shapes	and	patterns.	They	
classify	angles	in	relation	to	a	right	angle.		Students	list	the	probabilities	of	everyday	events.	They	construct	
data	displays	from	given	or	collected	data.

Summary of task

Students have discussed language that can be used to explain events of chance.

Students were given the following chance words on cards: always, never, sometimes, often, might, equal chance, 

probably, certain, possible, and mostly.

In groups, students were asked to order them on a number line from 0 (impossible) to 1 (certain). Students compared 

their order with other groups and discussed. They then matched each word with an everyday event, for example ‘We 

sometimes play tips at lunchtime.’   There is an equal chance it will rain tonight.’ 

The student scribed these sentences to this scale:

a) It is certain I am at school today

b) I often watch t.v.

c) I will probably eat my dinner before 6pm

d) I sometimes don’t eat breakfast

e) I might be a Policeman  when I get older

f) I will never be 5 years old again.
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Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 11

Annotations

Identifies	everyday	events	and	classifies	
them	according	to	the	likelihood	of	their	
occurrence.

Work sample 11:  
Chance – Chance words
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Work sample 12:  
Geometric reasoning – Right angles

Relevant parts of the achievement standard

By	the	end	of	Year	4,	students	choose	appropriate	strategies	for	calculations	involving	multiplication	and	
division.	They	recognise	common	equivalent	fractions	in	familiar	contexts	and	make	connections	between	
fraction	and	decimal	notations	up	to	two	decimal	places.	Students	solve	simple	purchasing	problems.	
They	identify	unknown	quantities	in	number	sentences.		They	describe	number	patterns	resulting	from	
multiplication.		Students	compare	areas	of	regular	and	irregular	shapes	using	informal	units.	They	solve	
problems	involving	time	duration.	They	interpret	information	contained	in	maps.	Students	identify	dependent	
and	independent	events.	They	describe	different	methods	for	data	collection	and	representation,	and	evaluate	
their	effectiveness.

Students	use	the	properties	of	odd	and	even	numbers.		They	recall	multiplication	facts	to	10	x		10	and	related	
division	facts.		Students	locate	familiar	fractions	on	a	number	line.	They	continue	number	sequences	involving	
multiples	of	single	digit	numbers.	Students	use	scaled	instruments	to	measure	temperatures,	lengths,	shapes	
and	objects.	They	convert	between	units	of	time.	Students	create	symmetrical	shapes	and	patterns.	They	
classify	angles	in	relation	to	a	right	angle.	Students	list	the	probabilities	of	everyday	events.	They	construct	
data	displays	from	given	or	collected	data.

Summary of task

Students made angle finders in previous lessons.

Students collected objects which were greater than a right angle, less than a right angle and equal to a right angle.

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 12
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Annotations

Identifies	angles	which	are	smaller	than,	
equal	to	and	larger	than	a	right	angle,	
including	identifying	that	an	angle	on	a	
straight	line	(or	half	turn)	is	longer	than	a	
right	angle.

Work sample 12:  
Geometric reasoning – Right angles

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 12
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Identifies	a	straight	edge	as	greater	than	
a	right	angle.	

Work sample 12:  
Geometric reasoning – Right angles

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 12
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Annotations

Uses	correct	symbol	to	label	the	angle	
which	is	being	referred	to.

Uses	correct	symbol	to	identify	a	right	
angle.

Work sample 12:  
Geometric reasoning – Right angles

Year 4 Mathematics - Work sample 12


